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Agenda

Review Project Plan (1 minutes) 

Editorial Status Report (3 minutes) 

Items to Discuss (50* minutes) 

Action Items (2 minutes)



Editorial Status Review

TBD



Upcoming Schedule

June 25 discuss SCO Versioning 

Following 2 weeks finish up remaining loose ends 

Release WD05 + CSD Ballot + 1st Public Review ~July 
12th



Versioning SCOs
Supporters have stated that 

they want or need the ability to update and version a SCO after it 
has been released, specifically the ability to revoke a SCO 

SCOs should be treated like other Nodes or Vertices  

Critics have stated that 

SCOs are “facts” and any changes should be a new object 

The numbers of SCOs on the wire make this cost prohibitive from 
a bandwidth and processing standpoint 

Breaking change on some SCOs that have property name conflicts



Versioning SCOs - Today

What can be done today? 

Technically any producer can do versioning today on 
SCOs by adding the versioning properties to the objects.   

Our Custom Property rules allows this, even to use the 
exact same property names 

If a producer does this, there will be a name collision 
on some SCOs



Versioning SCOs
At the very end of the last F2F, we tried to add in some of the 
versioning properties (created and modified) as “optional” to get final 
consensus 

This proved to not be enough, as one would need created_by_ref 
and revoked to actually enforce versioning rules 

Having them be “optional” also caused problems and will be 
problematic if an object is versioned after the fact and was not 
initially versioned.  

Extra bloat on the wire is a huge concern, given the expected 
volume.



Versioning SCOs - Collisions

The following SCOs have properties that are called 
“created” and or “modified”.  

Directory Object 

File Object 

Process Object 

Windows™ Registry Key Object 



Versioning SCOs - Options
Option 1: Have organizations just use the custom 
property features 

A: Let them deal with the property name collisions 

B: Make a breaking change to make this collision go 
away 

Option 2: Add versioning support to SCOs and make 
the breaking change to address collisions



Patterning

Comments and Suggestions in Patterning Document 

Outstanding GitHub Issues



Object Inconsistencies 

We have recently found and address a few 
inconsistencies in the objects, name TTP based 
objects and adversarial objects by adding “aliases” to 
all TTPs and “first_seen/last_seen” to Threat Actor 

Are there others? 

What about “spec_version” on SCOs as optional?



Additional STIX ID Changes
Are there any additional STIX ID changes that we need to 
address? 

Do we need / want to require organizations not using the 
default deterministic ID generation method to declare how they 
generated their object IDs? 

This would be needed for not just SCOs but for all objects 
based on current definitions 

Would it be best to do this via the Grouping / Bundle instead 
of the individual objects?



Other Remaining Things

COA vocabulary 

Indicator to Observed Data relationship type 

SCO Embedded relationships 

Language content pinning to specific version 

Remaining Github Issues (reject, move to 2.2, resolve)


